
KSU Computer Science: 
Fairchild Hall, 1971-85



The history of KSU CS can be grouped 
into these “eras”:

• Fairchild Hall: 1971-1985

• Nichols Hall, part 1: 1986-2000

• Nichols Hall, part 2: 2001-2015

• Engineering Hall: 2016-present

These slides summarize the “Fairchild Hall era”



Computer Science Originated within 
the KSU Statistics Dept.

The visitors:  Alan Perlis (CMU), William Lynch (Case Inst.), 
Calvin Gotlieb (Toronto), Edward Feigenbaum (Stanford)

from Statistics Dept. History document, 1990



The CS program began in Arts and 
Sciences, not Engineering



Initial course offerings

In 1968,  4) - 6)  were 
dropped, and these 
were added:



From KSU Statistics Newsletter, 1990

The joint Statistics/Computer 
Science Faculty

Paul Fisher and Beth Unger were the first two computer scientists at KSU!



MSU Currents Magazine 2-2 (2003)

Beth Unger started at Michigan 
State and came to Kansas in 1966



Royal Purple Yearbook, 1970

Beth also worked at the KSU Computing Center and was Director in 1969-70.



Paul Fisher came from Arizona State, 
specifically to build the CS dept.

Photo from journal article, 1977

2015, U. North Carolina, Charlotte

Paul was trained in automata 
theory but soon moved to 
databases.



KSU’s Computer Science program 
grew rapidly and broke from Statistics 

in July, 1971



KSU General Catalog, 1971-72



Key CS Faculty

Harold Sackman (Fordham), Dept. Head

Myron Calhoun (Arizona State), joint with EE 

Paul Fisher (Arizona State)

Richard Sincovec (Iowa State)

Elizabeth Unger, joint with KSU Computing 
Center

Also joint with Computing Center: Ken Conrow, 
Tom Gallagher, Mike Miller



Myron Calhoun worked half-time in 
CS and half-time in Electrical Engg. 

• A native Iowan, Myron studied at 
Arizona State U.  He researched 
hardware and played a key role in the 
Department’s first research projects. 

• Myron was the main instructor for core 
undergrad courses throughout his 
career, helping beginners prepare for 
advanced courses.

• He was a Fulbright Fellow and spent a 
year in Nigeria.

• Myron is a life-long barbershop singer, 
NRA supporter, and gardener.



Rich Sincovec was a numerical 
analyst, hired from Iowa State U.

• Played key roles in 
research and 
administration, produced 
one of the Department’s 
first PhD graduates

• Moved to Boeing in 1977, 
then to Univ. Colorado, 
Colo. Springs, then to 
Univ. Nebraska as Head



CS was squeezed into Fairchild Hall:



The facilities were less than ideal….



The Fairchild 
``dungeon”
computing 
lab

The Seaton Hall
basement lab

(it had windows)

(Tom Gallagher, just below…)

From Department brochure, 1975



The CS B.S. degree, 1971



The first few years were rocky…
Sackman was the head for only two years; he 
used a “participatory democracy” approach, 
which apparently did not go well:

Sackman was succeeded by Paul Fisher in 
1973. Weinberg, Trump also left.

From Computer Science Plan, 1971



Fisher was a “take charge” administrator, an "entrepreneur,” often at 
odds with central administration.  He was known for his colorful tactics 
and his incessant use of “Good Morning!” regardless of the time of day.  

A story, related by Mike Barnes: “Fisher was always having trouble 
reserving meeting rooms at the Union for guest speakers.  
“When the Department received one of the first computer printers on 
campus, Paul used it to print hundreds of room reservation forms, 
which were completed by the computer to reserve every Union 
meeting room at every hour for the entire next semester.  Paul took the 
forms to the Union’s reservations office and said, `Now, I own all the 
rooms for next semester, and you must contact me if you want to use 
any of them!  Or, we can forget this happened, and you can find me a 
meeting room from now on whenever I phone you!’   
Paul got his wish!”

Irritated by the University’s seizure of 1/3 of all research funding for 
“overhead expenses”, Fisher formed his own consulting company and 
directed some projects to it.  This generated friction at multiple levels.



Several new faculty were hired:  Bill Hankley, Virg
Wallentine, Fred Maryanski, Linda Shapiro. 

Beth Unger kept her job at the Computing Center 
till 1974, when she moved to CS full time.

At that point, she started PhD studies at the Univ. of 
Kansas, which she completed (done while working 
as a full-time Asst. Professor!) in 1979.

Faculty size stayed constant around ten people ---
not enough to handle student load, let alone foster 
research.



Bill Hankley came from Utah
• A graphics specialist but soon moved to software 

engineering, with emphasis on specification 
languages

• From his home page:  “Bill Hankley joined the 
department in fall 1972, partly under 
recommendation from Prof. Bill Viavant at the 
University of Utah and partly from the warm 
relationship of members of the 
department. Initially, he was active in the 
graduate program, including teaching courses in 
Kansas City, Wichita, Command and General Staff 
College at Fort Leavenworth, ATT Summer 
program, and distance education courses…. He 
directed seven PhD students and many master's 
students. He was instrumental (with Profs 
Wallentine and Gustafson) in starting the Master 
of Software Engineering Program with the MSE 
portfolio requirement.”



Virg Wallentine had a long history 
with the Department

• Recruited from Iowa State 
University by Rich Sincovec in 
1972

• Interested in theory and practice 
of distributed systems

• A key player in Departmental 
research

• Department Head for 26 years 
(1983-2009), a University 
record!



Because of their long tenures and positions as Department Head and 
Dean/Provost, respectively, Virg and Beth Unger were the two most 
influential people in the Department’s history.

Beth was known for her work ethic and devotion to her many students.  In 
addition to leading database research for many years, Beth served as 
Associate Dean of the Graduate School (1990-1994) and then as Vice Provost 
for Academic Services and Technology until she retired in 2007. Beth “wired” 
the KSU campus and helped develop K-State Online and the Information 
Technology Assistance Center (iTAC).  Beth coordinated her Dean-work with 
Virg and ensured that the CS Department got its fair share of resources.

Virg was an energetic researcher, landing the Department’s first “real” 
research grants.  He spearheaded the Department’s distributed computing 
research, pioneering the use of Concurrent Pascal as a systems 
implementation language.  As Department Head, he fought hard for resources 
and eventually doubled faculty size to 18.  He led the move to Nichols Hall 
and then to the Engineering College.  As Head, Virg was a tireless promoter of 
the Department, building a loyal alumni network.  

Both Virg’s and Beth’s efforts came at great personal sacrifice.



Fred Maryanski had multiple interests

• Studied at Univ. Connecticut

• Expert on simulation, finite-state 
machines, and later, (back-end) 
databases

• Left KSU for U. Conn., where he 
became Provost

• Became president of Nevada 
State University, where he died 
of cancer in 2010  (Fred was a 
pipe smoker, alas….)

Fred at UConn
In 2000



Linda Shapiro was another Iowan

• Graduated from Univ. of 
Iowa; KSU was her first job

• Specialized in image 
recognition and computer 
vision, at a time when this 
was a novel, “hot” area

• Stayed at KSU for four years, 
leaving in 1978.  She 
eventually settled in Seattle, 
where she is a Professor at 
Univ. Washington.



Ed Basham was the Department’s first 
instructor/advisor

Ed was a retired military officer, West Point grad, and Viet 
Nam vet.  He taught the Department’s MIS-based courses 
during 1975-84 and interfaced with the Department’s military 
contractors; his efforts were a major reason why the 
Department received funding from the DOD. 
In 1984, Ed took over management of Paul Fisher’s CIS 
Corporation, which competed with the Department for 
contracts.  (The Corporation was a source of friction between 
Fisher and the University and eventually led to Fisher stepping 
down as Head.)
Ed was a kind man and treated everyone fairly.  He retired in 
1986 and died in 2001:
http://apps.westpointaog.org/Memorials/Article/15749/



With limited resources and 
time, this was tough! Paul 
Fisher looked to military 
contracts to generate research 
funding.  Many of these were 
implementation work, but in 
1975 the Department landed  a 
two-year, $265,000, USARO 
contract for implementing a 
mini-computer network using 
Per Brinch-Hansen’s Concurrent 
Pascal.

Virg
Wallentine
was the lead 
on the 
networking 
project.

From Dept. brochure, 1975

Departmental Research



As part of the ARO networking 
project, Myron Calhoun hand-wired 
this prototype “router,” the KSUbus!

Photo from Myron 
Calhoun



Hardware 
room, 

Fairchild 
Hall, 1975:

Linda 
Shapiro 
and Earl 

Harris

(all the 
Department’s 
hardware was 

moved into the 
room’s NE corner 

for this photo!)



A note about Earl Harris:  Earl joined the 
Department in 1975, fresh out of the military, as 
a hardware technician.  Earl has fulfilled the role 
non-stop from that date to the time I am writing 
these slides (Dec. 2016) --- 40 years!   Earl 
had/has responsibility for maintaining all 
Departmental hardware inventory.  (He also runs 
lots of cable.)  Earl is well known for his direct 
manner and wry sense of humor.

Earl, 2012



In its formative years --- the mid-1970s --- the 
department was developing expertise in networking, 
concurrency theory, and database systems.  There were 
active undergraduate and graduate programs and 
multiple funded research projects.

Despite understaffing, the faculty and staff maintained a 
friendly workplace and a positive morale.

But not everything went well --- some projects were 
unsuccessful, most notably, a significantly funded, multi-
year project to port hundreds of thousands of lines of 
mainframe COBOL to Interdata minicomputer COBOL.  
The failure of this project led to a significant pause in the 
Department’s funding from the U.S. Army:



A highly experienced 
PhD student, Jacob 

Slonim’s database 
expertise enhanced the 

department’s 
commitment to 

database research, 
which was then led by 
Fisher, Maryanski, and 

Unger. He was the most 
important student of 

the Department’s early 
years.

How to make lemonade from lemons --- write a research paper about the whole mess!



The M.S. program was well run and 
successful

From M.S. requirements, 1982







Quality control was the key
In the 1970s, every M.S. student was required to pass a 
four-hour comprehensive exam (the ``M.S. exam”), based 
on the M.S.-required courses, to obtain a degree.    

All Ph.D. applicants were required to pass the M.S. exam 
at a higher level. (The exam counted as one of the four, 
four-hour written preliminary exams required for the 
Ph.D. degree.)

The M.S. exam was dropped in the 1980s (too many 
students, too much work for the faculty!), and ultimately, 
so were the Ph.D. written prelims )-:



Faculty developments, 1979

• Several people left:  Sincovec, Shapiro, then Maryanski

• Beth Unger finished a PhD degree from KU and was 
immediately promoted to Associate Professor with 
Graduate Faculty status.  She took a lead role in 
database research.

• Dave Gustafson, Roger Hartley and Cliff Stark were 
hired:



Dave Gustafson was a Departmental 
fixture till 2015

Dave was a graduate of the Univ. of Wisconsin 
and a life-long specialist in software 
engineering.  He taught the core undergrad and 
grad S.E. courses throughout his long career.  
Along with Bill (Hankley) and Virg, Dave 
developed the Master of Software Engineering 
program.
He authored a widely-used set of Schaum’s
notes on software engineering as well as several 
other texts.
As a sideline, Dave supervised the KSU Robotics 
team, who won several national titles at the 
AAAI competitions.  These accomplishments led 
Dave to be named one of the Top-100 scientists 
in Kansas history!
Dave is known for his dry sense of humor, his 
calm demeanor, and steadfast friendliness.



Roger Hartley and Cliff Stark

• Roger and Cliff arrived in 1978: 
Roger from Brunel Univ. 
(England) and Cliff from Univ. 
Edinburgh (Scotland)

• They shared interests in artificial 
intelligence and worked 
together informally

• In 1985, Roger moved to New 
Mexico State Univ. and Cliff to 
Univ. Edmonton, Canada

Roger, approx. 1995

(Sorry --- no photo 
of Cliff!)



Did you know: There 
was/is only one PhD 
program in 
computer science in 
the state of Kansas –
a joint one!

From program brochure, 1971



From KSU General 
Catalog, 1971: 
areas of PhD 
specialization

Q: why a joint PhD 
program?

A: in the 1970s, computing 
hardware was expensive, 
and the State wanted the 
two grad programs ``on the 
cheap” --- they were 
supposed to share faculty 
and hardware resources!



But the joint PhD program almost 
killed off graduate CS at KSU and KU!



The Joint Faculty 
weren’t so joint…



The Board of Regents weren’t so helpful 
(from Feb. `72 minutes)

COCAO =  Council of Chief Academic Officers



The two faculty 
disagreed on 
most things.

From  
Feb. ‘73
report 
to the 
Regents



The Regents got mad



Life smoothed over by 1975, when Bill 
Hankley (KSU) and Neil Jones (KU) headed 

the Joint Faculty Steering Committee
The point: It’s hard to build a research program (or 
anything else) when energy is sapped by fighting.  This 
hurt both schools, and eventually KU’s CS Department 
was disbanded and absorbed into Electrical Engg.

Practical consequences of the joint PhD program in the 
1970s-80s: 
• Each term, one dept. offered an evening grad course 

for students in other dept. to attend
• Each PhD student had a committee member from the 

other school on her POS
These requirements are now forgotten….



The first CS monograph published by 
a CS faculty member:

Beth Unger and adjoint faculty Nasir Ahmed based the text on 
their CS 200 course.



Additional Faculty Hires
Rodney Bates: KSU grad (PhD, EE, 1971); came 

from Boeing, Wichita; worked with compilers and 
programming languages. Rod and Dave (Gustafson) 
reworked the Barrett and Couch compiler text and 

helped republish it:

Rich McBride: KSU CS PhD grad, a networking 
specialist; worked at KSU for 5 years and then 
moved to Univ. South Dakota, where he spent the 
remainder of his career.   Rich was a quiet, 
competent teacher well liked by students.



Maarten van Swaay
• Maarten, a native of the Netherlands and PhD 

graduate of Princeton, moved from his faculty 
position at Leiden to the KSU Chemistry Dept.  His 
interests in computing led him to transfer to CS in 
1979.

• Maarten specialized in data structures and systems 
programming and taught most of the undergrad 
core courses during his career.  He was known for 
his precision of work and his high standards.

• Martin worked hard to develop civilized students 
who were aware of the ethical consequences of 
their work --- he developed the Department’s 
computing ethics courses and gave an endowment 
for funding speakers on the topic.

• Maarten retired in 1996 and resides in the Kansas 
City area.



Major transitions

Paul Fisher left KSU for North Carolina (Charlotte), and 
Virg Wallentine became permanent Department Head in 
1982.

With Maryanski’s and Fisher’s departures, Beth Unger 
assumed management of the Department’s substantial 
database research program.

In 1979, the Department initiated a summer school for 
Western Electric employees: 6 course credits each 
summer for 5 summers equaled an MS degree.  30 
students attended each summer term.  The ``Summer on 
Campus’’ program generated significant salaries and 
equipment ($160,000+ each summer):



Western Electric became AT&T, and the Summer on 
Campus program motored on. The program generated  
quality MS students from 1979 into the 1990s.  The 
program was known for both its work and social life:



The Department hired its second 
full-time instructor/advisor, Joe 
Campbell, in 1979. A retired 
Navy vet, Joe was known for his 
insight, calm demeanor, and 
sense of humor.  He was a major 
reason that the Department 
stayed a friendly place through 
thick and thin.
Joe carried a heavy advising and 
teaching load but nonetheless 
stayed with the Department 
until 1997.
He died in 2007 and is sorely 
missed.



First M.S. theses

• The first M.S. thesis from the Dept. of Statistics 
and Computer Science was “The Frequency of 
Occurrences of Syntax Errors for Beginning 
Programming Students,” by Linda Rust 
(supervisor, Holly Fryer), 1969.

• The first M.S. from Computer Science was “A 
Computational Method for Reducing Words to 
their Generic Roots Using a Suffix Editing 
Routine,” by Martin Zola (supervisor, Paul Fisher), 
1971.



First Ph.D. dissertations

• “The distribution of certain operating system functions 
to microprocessors.” Daniel Codespoti, 1977 
(supervisor, Fred Maryanski)

• “A language, a procedure, and automated tools for 
analysis of problems and design of algorithms in a 
student-oriented environment.” Miguel Ulloa, 1977 
(supervisor, Bill Hankley)

• “A model of extensible-contractible languages and their 
translators.”  Gary Anderson, 1978 (supervisor, Virg
Wallentine)

• “Mesh rezoning in the numerical solution of PDEs.”  
David Melgaard, 1979 (supervisor, Rich Sincovec)



Representative faculty publications 
(from DBLP: dblp.uni-trier.de --- sorry, not in strict order!)



Publications, cont.



Publications, concl.



In 1977, the Department’s students 
gained membership in the Upsilon Pi 

Espsilon honorary society.

Bill Hankley was the 
Departmental advisor.



The first yearbook photo of the 
student ACM group (1977)

John McCormick was ex-military, a nice guy; Jim Ratliff was a “wizard” before they were 
called that;  Sue Kusnyer moved to California, became Sue Buchanan, started her own 
company, and sold it in 1997 for $275 million: 
http://cjonline.com/stories/110397/bus_silicon.html#.V_K4P_krK9U



A “snapshot”, 1983

Faculty:

From Departmental Summary Report 1983



Equipment:



Computer science Bachelor’s degree:



The Department added a Bachelor’s program in 
Information Systems:



Sample elective courses:



Transitions to the next era

• Virg Wallentine became Dept. Head in 
1982

• Virg searched for a new home for the soon-
to-be named Computing and Information 
Sciences Department

• Austin Melton was hired as faculty in 1984, 
ushering in programming-semantics 
research at KSU

(more to come about this…)



The ``Nichols Hall era’’ comes next.



Postscript: I was able to assemble this 
history because I was there, from Jan. 
1976 on, as a grad student: 

(I know a lot more stories than the ones recounted here; ask me sometime….)


